Textile & Paper Conservation Products

Products to Support, Protect and Exhibit Delicate Textiles and Works on Paper

Custom Fabrication for Unique Requirements
Archival Support Panels

Our support panels are versatile and have many uses:

- Textile mounting
- Mounting mosaics
- Supporting works on paper
- Lining paintings
- Mounting photos
- Art painting panels
- Object mounting and support

Aluminum honeycomb support panels:
- Standard thicknesses from 1/4” to 3/4”
- Exposed surface on reverse for stapling
- Anodized aluminum skins
- Sealed poplar perimeter

Options include:
- “Windows”
- Custom shapes
- Fastening points
- 40 pt conservation board on face

Textile Storage
Carts and Racks
Made to fit our panels or your own

Super Panel
Linen-wrapped panel made of dibond, ethafoam and powdercoated perforated steel
- 100% Archival
- Accepts Pins, Magnets or Mounts
- Cleats to wall or case interior
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Textile Hanging Slats

**Textile Hanging Slat With Velcro** for hanging large and small textiles for display or storage.

**Optional Hanging Cleat** accepts our hanging slat. These are particularly useful for study collections.

**Tube Slat With Velcro** for hanging large and small textiles for display or storage when wall-mounting will not work.

**Magnet Hanging Slats** make installation super easy

---

**You Should Know:**

We also offer a full line of framing, housing and display solutions in wood, aluminum and acrylic with options for ultraviolet filtration and environmental conditioning.
Since 1972, SmallCorp has been a leader in the design and manufacture of archival products and museum quality picture frames.

We are a vertically integrated manufacturer working in acrylic, glass, metal, and wood to create archival and durable exhibit solutions. Our capacity ranges from our line of standard frames and cases to customer-designed projects, whether it is one piece or hundreds. Our goal is to work with the conservation, exhibition and artistic communities to make the highest quality products at a reasonable price. We believe collaboration creates value both for our clients and for their audiences.

We are proud to say our products are hand-made in Massachusetts with solar power.

Capabilities
- Acrylic fabrication
- Aluminum and steel welding and finishing
- Cabinet work
- Fabric Lamination
- Powder coating and painting
- Sheet metal fabrication
- CNC sawing and routing
- LED and Fiber optic lighting

Unique Areas of Expertise
- Archival materials, adhesives and coatings
- Construction of sealed exhibit cases with air exchange rates as low as .02/day
- Design / construction of engineered picture framing and exhibit cases
- Protection of objects from Ultraviolet light damage

We are well-known for Custom Fabrication. Ask us how we can help with your project.